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Executive Summary
The Defense Modeling and Simulation Office (DMSO) is interested in promoting increased cooperation and coordination among developers of systems having SAFOR-like capabilities and the functional
user community. As a first step toward this goal, the DMSO has conducted a preliminary survey of
SAFOR systems. The pwpose of the survey is to document the current status of approaches/architectures
for implementing SAFOR capabilities in all classes of simulations. The DMSO expects that this survey will provide a basis for identifying common functionality across implementations and developing
a set of requirements for building SAFOR models. This may eventually lead to a community-wide
effort to define a generic SAFOR architecture and a coordinated effort to aChieving increased SAFOR
functionality.
This report summarizes the findings of the DMSO survey. The survey covered all the comprehensive
SAFOR implementations and projects, as well as a representative sample of SAFOR-related efforts.
No satisfactory definitions of SAFOR have been offered that make it easy to draw sharp distinctions.
Consequently, the DMSO survey took a broad perspective recognizing that, in some applications, the
role of SAFOR is indistinguishable from the role of traditional constructive simulations that use entitylevel models of combat elements. The survey focused on a reasonable characterization of SAFOR-like
capabilities. This characterization involves four basic attributes: DIS compliance, real-time interface,
entity-level representation of combat elements, and credible surrogate for the behavior of manned units.
There are of course many ways to implement systems exhibiting these attributes. The survey considered
systems derived from the SIMNET tradition, as well as constructive simulations that are being modified
to be DIS compliant. The maturity of the systems examined varied greatly, from polished applications
to proof-of-principle prototypes.
The following observations summarize the findings of the DMSO survey. The majority of the efforts
in SAFOR development are closely tied to the SIMNET legacy and its focus on credible opposing forces
for training applications involving manned simulators. One consequence of this is that, broadly speaking,
current SA FOR implementations do not provide a balanced representation of joint operations. There
is heavy emphasis on Army ground combat, with only limited modeling of Navy assets and Air Force
platforms. The scope of the Army models includes some portrayal of combat support but very little
representation of combat service support. The representation of opposing forces and tactics is also
limited, most often based only on Soviet platforms and doctrine.
Several characteristics of existing SAFOR architectures stand out as good ideas that should be
incorporated into any future SAFOR development effort. This report offers the following list as a
preliminary attempt to identify those characteristics:
• Explicit representation and capture of command and control information.
• Standardized messages and formats for command and control across all echelons.
• Modular, reconfigurable entity representations.
• Distributed storage of state information.
• Arbitration schemes for resolving confticting goals.
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• 3-D view controllable from SAFOR operator console.
The DMSO survey also provided an opportunity to identify problem areas in the SAFOR domain.
We have identified the most obvious programmatic problems and separated them into two categories:
weaknesses in current SAFOR development efforts and inadequate participation by the SAFOR functional user community.
In the first category. the development community has not developed or implemented a well-defined
process to document all phases of the software life cycle from requirements analysis to design and
implementable code. Development is often ad-hoc. and a capstone architecture has neither been
developed nor has emerged from the present development efforts. The developers also have failed to
seek out and use accredited algorithms where available.
In the second category. the DoD functional user community has not yet provided two of the elements
necessary for a successful program:
• A documented. robust set of requirements.
• A structured approach for providing direct involvement with the SAFOR development efforts.
Further. there are issues regarding terrain and Protocol Data Units (PDUs) in the DIS environment that
have an impact on SAFOR development. These issues should be addressed jointly by the user and
development communities.
Finally. we observe that the continued development of SAFOR capabilities will require more
effective use of existing technologies and. in some cases. advances in the state of the art. This survey
compiled a brieflist of key SAFOR-specific research areas where additional effort seems to be required:
behavioral representation of decision making. processing and interpreting terrain infonnation. and
exercise support. In addition. the SAFOR community should continue to be aware of and exploit research
and developments in several general technology areas such as distributed cooperative computing. eIG.
and networks.
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1.1

Introduction
Mission Statement

Department of Defense (DoD) modeling and simulation applications are becoming increasingly dependent on computer-controlled, platform and crew-level objects that can be used as credible surrogates for
manned units in war-fighting simulation environments. Objects having such capabilities are generally
called semi-automated forces (SAFOR), implying they are selectively controlled by a human operator,
though some implementations provide objects that are fully automated. SAFOR capabilities can be
found in a wide variety of both constructi ve and virtual simulation models. It has become increasingly
apparent, however, that SAFOR implementations have, for the most part, been developed in isolation
from one another and without a set of requirements based on broad consideration of the needs of the
DoD functional user community.
The Defense Modeling and Simulation Office (DMSO) is interested in promoting increased cooperation and coordination among developers of systems having SAFOR-like capabilities and the functional
user community. As a first step toward this goal, the DMSO has conducted a preliminary survey of
SAFOR systems. The purpose of the survey is to document the current status of approaches/architectures
for implementing SAFOR capabilities in all classes of simulations. The DMSO expects that this survey will provide a basis for identifying common functionality across implementations and developing
a set of requirements for building SAFOR models. This may eventually lead to a community-wide
effort to define a generic SAFOR architecture and a coordinated effort to achieving increased SAFOR
functionality.
This report summarizes the findings of the DMSO survey.

1.2 Scope of the Survey
The Technical Director of the DMSO created a SAFOR working group in September, 1992 to conduct
the SAFOR survey. The group was tasked to investigate as many systems as possible before a cutoff date
of February 15, 1993. Because of the limited time available to conduct the survey, initial membership
in the working group was limited to a small number of representatives selected from MITRE and IDA.
Membership in the working group will eventually be expanded to include representatives of the DoD
user community and the SAFOR development community.
The survey covered all the comprehensive SAFOR implementations and projects, namely
BBN SAF 4.3.3
BDS-DCGF
IFORIWISSARD
SWEG I SUPPRESSOR

ModSAF 1.0
1ST SAF
CCTTSAF
Janus A

as well as a representative sample of SAFOR-related efforts, including
UCCATSIJCMIAMOEBA

BBSIDIS
RESA-UAV
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Figure 1: Survey schedule
The working group reviewed whatever documentation was available and met with representatives of
most of the systems surveyed. In a few cases there was enough documentation available that a site visit
was not deemed necessary. nus report is an attempt to objectively convey the information collected
during the survey.

1.3

Report Organization

nus report is organized as follows. We begin in Section 2 with a brief statement about the working
group's interpretation of the term "semi-automated forces", along with the characteristics we used to
describe each system surveyed. nus is followed by summaries of the systems surveyed in Sections 3
and 4. The roles of SAFOR in DoD applications are described in Section 5. Section 6 summarizes the
findings of the survey, and in Section 7 we offer some opinions about the characteristics and attrtbutes
of an objective SAFOR system.
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A few appendices are also included to provide background information about terrain representations,
behavior representations, and object-oriented software technology.

2
2.1

A Characterization of Semi-Automated Forces
Historical Perspective

The term semi-automated forces (SAFOR) was originally used in connection with an effort begun
by BBN in 1986 under DARPA's Advanced Simulation Technology Program [Brooks et al., 1989].
The goal of this effort was to provide large 'software driven forces (flanking, supporting, enemy) to
interact with manned simulators on the SIMNET battlefield. These simulated forces were designed to
allow human commanders to make all the important tactical decisions - hence, the behaviors were
"semi-automated". SAFOR units were required to execute their orders in accordance with doctrine
and in a manner realistic enough that, from an operational standpoint, simulated elements would be
indistinguishable from other partiCipants on the battlefield.
This latter design goal is a form of the classic "Thring Test" of intelligence that is constrained
by the context of the application. Behavior only has to be "good enough" given the application and
the selective fidelity of the overall synthetic environment. Notice that this is an accreditation issue.
Accreditation in a training context usually involves realistic interactions with human participants.
Over the years the capabilities and scope of SAFOR implementations have increased. SAFOR
entities are gradually becoming more intelligent and, consequently, less dependent on fine-grained
human command and control. These simulated forces are referred to by a variety of terms other than
SAFOR, including SAF, Computer Generated Forces (CGF), Intelligent Forces (IFOR), and Automated
Forces (AFOR). The distinguishing characteristic of these systems has always been their ability to
participate on the SIMNET battlefield and interact with manned simulators.
As SAFORs are considered for major roles in application areas other than training, however,
the criteria for asseSSing what makes behavior "good enough" may be different. In particular, if
the requirements for interacting with manned simulators are ignored, the role of SAFOR becomes
indistinguishable from the role of traditional constructive simulations that use entity-level models of
combat elements. This suggests that there is a great deal to be gained by viewing SAFOR from a broader
perspective to include the algorithms and representations used in entity-level constructive simulations.

2.2

What is a SA FOR?

No satisfactory definitions of SAFOR have been offered that make it easy to draw sharp distinctions. The
DMSO survey took the broad perspective discussed above and focused on a reasonable characterization
of SAFOR-like capabilities. This characterization involves four basic attributes:
• DIS compliance
• Real-time interface
• Entity-level representation of combat elements
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• Credible surrogate for the behavior of manned units
There are of course many ways to implement systems exhibiting these attributes. The survey
considered systems derived from the SIMNET tradition, as well as constructive simulations that are
being modified to be DIS compliant. The maturity of the systems examined varied greatly, from pOlished
applications to proof-of-principle prototypes. This disparity in implementations pointed out the need to
identify a more detailed list of characteristics to consider when describing any SAFOR implementation.

2.3

A structure for examining disparate SA FOR systems

The DMSO SAFOR assessment team developed a set of characteristics to use to describe the various
instantiations of semi-automated forces that we encountered in the survey. These characteristics were
organized into five broad categories:
Software development, methodology, and architecture
Units and eqUipment
Terrain and environment
Tactics and doctrine
Human-System interface
The remainder of this subsection lists and defines the characteristics within each category. This structure
of characteristics was used as a guide for writing the system descriptions in Sections 3 and 4. Some
system descriptions lack information for all of the characteristics described below.
2.3.1

Software development methodology and architecture

Functional components Identify the main software components of the system. For example, the
system may have some or all of the f()llowing: a simulation module, a database editor, a plan
generation tool, a three-dimensional display, and a network interface module.
Databases Identify the databases used by the system. Examples include terrain, weapons characteristics. unit organizations. behaviors.
Network Describe how the system is physically wired together.
Software Identify the language(s) in which the software is written. Discuss the degree to which the
software is object-oriented.
Extensibility Describe the extent to which the user can change the units. weapons systems and behaviors
portrayed by the system. Describe any mechanisms available to accomplish this.
Portability Describe the software characteristics that make it portable to other hardware environments.
Performance The number of SAF units that can be simulated and controlled from one SAF workstation.
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2.3.2

Units, Equipment

Scale Number of platforms or units that can be represented by the system.
Resolution Level of military organization portrayed by the system, usually ranging from platform up.

Scope Aspects of combat portrayed by the system. For example, ground combat, combat support,
combat service support, air-to-air combat, air-to-ground combat,air-to-ship combat, naval surface
combat, naval undersea warfare, deployment.
Assets Weapon systems and vehicles represented by the system.
2.3.3

Physical Environment

Terrain List the resolution at which terrain is represented and the source of terrain data. Describe the
process for loading terrain data into the SAF.
Environment Describe the phenomenological aspects of the battlefield that are represented by the SAF,
e.g., smoke, weather, diurnal and seasonal effects, and electro-magnetic radiation.
2.3.4

Tactics, Doctrine

Describe the mechanisms used for commanding and controlling the semi-automated force units. These
mechanisms typically include graphical overlays, combat instructions, plans, and messages. Discuss
the degree to which these mechanisms mimic the real-world approach to command and control. List
and describe the missions and activities that SAFOR units can execute.
2.3.5

Human-Systems Interface

Observability Describe tools available to help the user see into the simulation, before, during and after
execution. These tools typically include a plan view display, a communications log, a command
and control log, database editors, and a three-dimensional "stealth" display.
Exercise Support Capabilities provided by the software to help the user set up and run the exercise.
Typically includes check pointing, restart, and replay functions. All scenario preparation tools can
be considered exercise support tools. Also identify whether the software is SIMNET-compatlble
or DIS-compatible.
Controllability Describe how the user interacts with the interface to command and control units (e.g.,
graphical, text-based, point-and-click, etc.).
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Comprehensive SAFOR Implementations and Projects

3.1
3.1.1

BBN SAF 4.3.3
Software development methodology and architecture

The SAF program at Bolt, Beranek, and Newman (BBN) originated as part of the Anny's SIMNET
program. Version 4.3.3 is the newest major release of the original SIMNET-compatible software. BBN's
SAF consists of two components: the SAFstation software that allows the user to create overlays and
scenarios and control units and the SAFsim that actually simulates the units.
The software is based on an object-oriented design and has a partial object-oriented implementation
using C, a non-object-oriented language. It uses a mechanism called the Persistent Object database
to maintain vital information about every entity portrayed by the SAF. The software runs on a Silicon
Graphics and MIPS workstation. Like all SIMNET or DIS-compatible systems, the SAF is connected
via Ethernet.
The semi-automated force can be extended by adding more SAF operator stations to the network.
lbis approach is limited only by the availability of the network, the hardware, and knowledgeable
operators.

3.1.2

Units, Equipment

BBN's SAF focuses on close combat, including ground-to-air interactions. It portrays red and blue
ground maneuver units (armored. mechanized). dismounted infantry, fixed wing aircratl, and rotary
wing aircraft. Version 4.3.3 also includes graphiCS and specialized Combat Instruction Sets (CIS) for
SCUD missile launchers.
Forces can be simulated and controlled at levels of resolution ranging from the individual platform
up to battalion. One SAF operator station can simulate and control approximately 50 entities which is
equivalent to one battalion.

3.1.3

Physical Environment

BBN's approach to terrain representation is the same for SAF 4.3.3 and ModSAF. ModSAF is described
in Section 3.2. The environmental effects include weather effects and smoke.

3.1.4

Tactics, Doctrine

BBN's SAF uses two mechanisms for commanding and controlling SAF units: the Combat Instruction
Set (CIS) and the Tactical Emergency (TACIE). A CIS is a set of operating parameters used to control
the behavior [of a unit] (in terms of Move. Shoot. Communicate. and React). There are two types of
CIS: assignable and reaction.
Assignable CISs are given to a unit by the user. Reaction CISs are triggered by battlefield events.
These triggers are not controllable by the user. A TACIE is a brief. immediate instruction and is used
like a military fragmentary order. A TACIE is used to override an existing parameter or to deviate from
the assigned CIS that a unit is executing.
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CIS can be attached to graphics overlays that are similar to the map overlays used by Anny units.
Using a route as the unifying element, the user can direct a unit through a sequence of CISs.

3.1.5

Human-Systems Interface

The primary SAF station interface is X-based, consisting of a two-dimensional plan view display, a
menu bar across the top of the screen, and a vertical strip of mouse-sensitive tool buttons along the
right-hand side. Clicking on the tool buttons usually causes a dialog box to appear in the middle of the
screen, overlaying the plan view display.
BBN has a separate SIMNET product, a three-dimensional "stealth" capability that can be controlled
from the SAFstation. Using the "stealth," the user can attach to any SAFOR vehicle in the environment
and view the battlefield from the point of view of that vehicle.
SAF 4.3.3 offers several exercise support capabilities, primarily in the area of scenario preparation.
As described earlier, the SAFstation provides tools for building overlays of units, routes, and assigned
tasks. A set of overlays (e.g., one for friendly operations and one for opposing force operations) can be
saved as a scenario. The SAFstation also allows the user to project an overlay onto the 3-dimensional
view. By doing this, the user can "fly" or "drive" a specified route and see it in three dimensional
perspective.
A set of overlays can be combined and saved as a scenario. Scenarios can be used as initial situations
for multiple runs.
SAF 4.3.3 does not support check-pointing and restarting. The data logger will record all unit
actions to allow ex post facto replay of the scenario. But the user cannot fastforward through a scenario
and then simulate specific portions of it again to produce different results.

3.2

ModSAF

Modular Semi-Automated Forces (ModSAF) is a system for generating and controlling simulated
combat entities on the virtual battlefield. BBN is developing ModSAF as part of the DARPA
IFORIWISSARD program, with additional support from the Army STRICOM ADST program. While
ModSAF Version 1.0 (available in late 1993) will subsume the capabilities of existing versions of
SAF (e.g., SIMNET SAF version 3.10.6 and ODIN SAF 4.3.6), only a preliminary version comprising
air-to-air combat exists today. This review addresses, therefore, the stated plans and requirements for
ModSAF.
Two distinguishing features of ModSAF make it useful to a broad user audience. First is its modular
software structure. Users can now create and readily execute customized modules for physical and
tactical behaviors, e.g., missile flight profiles or targeting rules. Second is the new Persistent Object
Protocol. This protocol defines several categories of information about the command and control
of units. Because these data are conveyed on the simulation network in a PDU format, important
performance enhancements are now possible: balancing, fault tolerance, and arbitrary restart capability
without check-pointing.
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3.2.1

Software development methodology and architecture

ModSAF comprises three main components: the SAFstation ("front end"), which allows the user to set
up, monitor and control entities on the virtual battlefield; the SAFsim ("back end") which simulates the
entities during run-time, and a SAAogger which records the network traffic for later replay and analysis.
ModSAF uses four groups of databases. The terrain databases and parameter databases are local
databases. They exist as specific files the user can examine and in some cases change prior to run time.
For example, the terrain databases describe the elevation and soil type, and cultural features such as
buildings, trees, roads, and rivers. The parameter databases describe system characteristics, how tactical
instructions are executed, and rules of behavior in various circumstances.
The DIS and Persistent Object databases, by contrast, are shared or virtual databases. They collect
information from the network PDUs during the simulation run and reflect the actual course of events.
The DIS database records the state of each entity (e.g., alive or dead), fire and impact events, and like
information. The Persistent Object database records unit command and control information using the
new Persistent Object protocol. These data are passed in PDUs over the network. Key examples include
exercise initialization data, the creation or deletion of a simulator, overlay graphic elements, and unit
missions and tasks.
The values in the parameter database can be overridden at run time via the Persistent Object database.
These changes can be put into effect either at entity/unit creation time or during simulation.
Each ModSAF component uses a standard Ethernet connection to the local network. All communication among the components goes over the local net using PDUs (e.g., either the Persistent Object
Protocol or the DIS Protocol).
The ModSAF software is organized in a hierarchy of modules, with each level depending only on
modules lower in the hierarchy. Version 1.0 will comprise approximately 200 modules, according to
current estimates. The modules have well-defined and documented interfaces, allowing users to create
new versions. Though the organization of the software modules or libraries provides an object-oriented
functionality, an object-oriented programming language is not used.
Users may define new versions of modules which control the physical and behavioral characteristics
of the simulated entities. The choice of which module to use is made at run time. For example,
the vehicle dynamics module for a new vehicle type is readily accommodated. Each module has a
well-defined and documented interface.
ModSAF is coded using the C programming language and XlWindows and Motif graphical interface
standards. Many of the terrain algorithms are optimized for use on RISC processors.
Using the Persistent Object ProtoCOl, ModSAF provides several performance enhancements over
previous BBN SAF versions. ModSAF automatically performs load balancing when units are to be
simulated. An operator can now control more entities than anyone CPU can simulate. Fault tolerance
is attained in a similar manner. Since each SAFsim keeps account of the state of each mission and task,
when one SAFsim fails, other SAFsims can readily continue the simulation. The SAAogger records
the Persistent Object PDUs which contain the initialization conditions as well as the progress and state
of each mission throughout the exercise. By replaying a logger file, the SAFstations recreate the DIS
and the Persistent Object databases. SAF operators can take over the play at any point.
Several government organizations are planning to test, modify, and use ModSAF for both training
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and analysis applications. For example, TRAC White Sands Missile Range will perform the VV &A of
ModSAF, while AMSAA is working with BBN to incorporate approved methodologies and algorithms
in certain ModSAF modules (e.g., munitions damage).

3.2.2

Units, Equipment

Based on current BBN SAF versions running on a RISC workstation, one CPU can simulate between 50
and 150 vehicles, and receive POUs from up to 1000 entities. Ifuser-<iefined modules for, say, vehicle
movement, are more compute intensive, these estimates may be high. Moreover, the use of standard
UOP/IP socket interfaces for DIS will reduce the total exercise size supportable. To overcome this
limitation requires specialized UOP drivers for the Persistent Object Protocol.
The basic simulation occurs at the entity level. For command and control, the user may establish
units at several echelons. Ground units include the following: mechanized infantry battalion, company
and platoon; motorized rifle battalion, company and platoon; armor battalion, company and platoon;
armored cavalry troop, dismounted infantry section and squad; artillery battery and platoon, supply
platoon, mortar platoon, air defense artillery platoon. For both fixed winged and rotary winged aircraft,
the units are flights of from one to five aircraft.
ModSAF focuses primarily on the close-in ground battle, including air and artillery support and
mobility countermeasures. Re-supply of vehicles is simulated, using the logistics protocol. ModSAF
also plays beyond visual range air-to-air combat and tactical ballistic missiles.
ModSAF simulates more than 50 entity types for U.S. and Soviet systems, covering ground vehicles
tracked, ground vehicles wheeled, dismounted infantry, fixed winged aircraft, rotary winged aircraft, and
missiles. Most entity types have weapons and munitions. The missile group includes ground-to-ground
(e.g., TOW), air-to-ground (e.g., Hellfire), long-range, radar guided air-to-air (e.g., Phoenix), mediumrange, radar guided air-to-air (e.g., Sparrow), short-range, IR guided air-to-air (e.g., Sidewinder).

3.2.3

Physical Environment

ModSAF uses two different terrain databases: the compact terrain database (ctdb) and the quadtree
database. The ctdb stores the basic elevation, soil characteristics, and feature data, including trees,
tree lines, tree canopies, roads, rivers, and buildings. This new compact form helps minimize storage
requirements and computational burdens. Both the SAFstation and the SAFsim use the ctdb for intervisibility and mobility calculations, as well as for contours and shaded relief displays.
The quadtree format stores information about terrain features in a spatially organized scheme. The
feature categories include, for example, road segments and intersections, river segments, bridges, trees,
tree lines, tree canopies, buildings, mobility areas, town names, etc. The quadtree terrain database
provides the 20 map display on the SAFstation. The route planning and route following algorithms
also use this database.
In conjunction with the Topographic Engineering Center, BBN developed the various terrain
databases now in use at the government SIMNET sites. The primary source for elevation data is
OMA Level I or Level 2 (90 meter and 30 meter grids, respectively), down-sampled to a 125 meter
spacing. This regular grid of elevation creates the triangles one sees in the three dimensional view of
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the terrain. Some areas are further subdivided into "microterrain," which is represented by smaller,
irregular triangles within the larger grid squares.
The final terrain databases use a variety of sources for cultural features, building descriptions, and
map annotations. The BBN SlOOO Database Development Toolkit combines the information to create
one unified database. 1llis is the starting point for the ctbd, quadtree and computer image generator
(Le .• visual) run-time databases
ModSAF entities are influenced and controlled by both the environment they can sense and the
algorithms which code their behavior. When weather. smoke and other environmental PDUs are
broadcast, it will be the responsibility of the modeler to incorporate these effects in the entity simulation.

3.2.4

Tactics, Doctrine

Graphical overlays and unit missions form the basis of command and control. The overlays consist of
routes and various control measures - pOints. lines. and areas. Units are assigned routes to follow during
the mission, while the mission phases are established either by terrain cues (e.g .. the unit passes a control
measures. or a unit travels a certain distance along the route). by time (either global or since a missionspecific time), by situation (e.g .• unit loss level. contact with enemy). or by logical combinations of these
conditions. Within each mission phase. the unit's tactical behavior is determined by a set of parameters
such as speed. formation geometry, weapon control rules, and possible reactions to situations.
The missions for ground units include: assault/attack. clear area. halt. occupy ambush, occupy
assembly area. hasty attack/action drill. occupy assembly area, occupy battle position. pre-battle march.
roadmarch. tactical march, withdraw, random traffic, and reconnoiter.
The missions for rotary wing aircraH include: occupy assemble area, occupy battle position. fly
enroute, aerial fire support! close air support. return to base, FARP behavior. hold.
The missions for fixed wing aircraft include: at airport. ingress, attack ground targets. egress, fly
enroute combat air patrol, and hold.
Unit reactions include, for ground units. action drilllhasty attack. hasty withdraw, react to air raid,
avoid enemy contact. withdraw from minefield. and react to artillery. For rotary wing aircraft, possible
reactions include react to enemy fixed or rotary wing aircraft attack, evade and return to base when fuel
level is critical. Fixed wing aircratl react only in terms of evade and return to base when fuel level is
critical.
A primary goal of the ModSAF command and control architecture is to allow the user to construct
complex missions, including both pre-planned contingencies and task reorganization. Within this
framework. missions are defined in terms of tasks. tasks frames and task frame stacks.
Unit and vehicle behaviors are defined in terms of tasks. There are five types: unit. vehicle,
reactive, enabling and arbitration tasks. Typical examples include: company attack (unit), avoid
collisions (vehicle). hasty attack needed (reactive). crossed phase line (enabling). and vehicle targeting
(arbitration). Each task, as an element in the Persistent Object database. has three parts: a task model
number (Le .• which software module to execute). task parameters (Le., how the task is executed). and
task state (Le., status during execution).
ModSAF currently uses a finite state machine construct to represent behaviors, though this method
is not required by the ModSAF architecture. The task model uses a variety of both shared and private
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data during execution. 1b.is facilitates load balancing and fault tolerance, since other SAFsims have
enough infonnation to take over the task execution.
Task frames, similar to Combat Instruction Sets, represent the mission phases. They exist both for
units (e.g., perfonn a road march, report unit status, command subordinates), and for vehicles (e.g.,
drive, shoot).
Task frame stacks, or ordered collections of task frames, allow the simulation to keep track of the
progress of the missions, and to accommodate the operator's modifications to mission execution.
Missions are sequences of task frames joined by either their order or by enabling tasks. In this
manner, complex missions involving contingencies and alternate courses of action are possible.

3.2.5

Human-Systems Interface

Before an exercise, the user can examine the parameter databases which detennine how units may
behave in various situations. during the simulation, the plan view and stealth may provide useful
insights. After the exercise, the logger file, especially the Persistent Object protocol PDUs, provides a
good basis for detennining the cause and effect of unit behaviors. The user can analyze the status of
each mission over time and when units reacted to various situations and combine these data with the
entity state database. All the tasks and their parameters are available for online inspection and editing
since this infonnation is available in the Persistent Object database. A task status monitor provides real
time infonnation to the operator.
A scenario nonnally consists of a set of overlays which contain unit poSitions, missions and tactical
parameters. A library of such overlays may be created, thus allowing each overlay to be tested and
refined independently. Graphical tools help the user create the overlay elements. More detailed changes
to the parameter databases involve text and graphical editors. The SAAogger provides replay and a
flexible restart capability. No prior check-pointing is required. ModSAF will support both SIMNET
6.6.1 and DIS 1.0 protocols.
The user can control units in either a pre-programmed or interactive manner. A graphical user
interface, with many function map-based, is the primary means for entering information.

3.3

BDS-D CGF

The BDS-D Computer Generated Forces (CGF) is being developed by Loral under a contract from
the Advanced Distributed Simulation Technology (ADST) program. The software for modeling entity
behavior is being developed by BDM International, Inc. The CGF effort has several long term objectives:
to expand the functionality represented in the simulated battlefield to include more combat support
elements (eg. air defense, intel, comms) and combat service support (eg. logistics); to expand the
physical environment to represent dynamiC terrain, weather, smoke, electro-magnetic signatures, etc.
and the effects of these factors on the behavior of combat entities; to provide explicit representations
of command and control across multiple echelons, including coordination tactics, communication nets,
and resource allocation logic.
CGF is a system under development. TIlis summary will describe the initial operating capabilities
required for the system by September 1994.
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3.3.1

Software development methodology and architecture

Entity behavior is modeled using the Action Cognition Behavior Model (ACBM) developed by BDM.
ACBM is a framework that provides each CGF entity with a "robust" set of behaviors and tactics
defined in external data files. These behaviors are invoked flexibly during a scenario by making
context-dependent choices about which one to use or perhaps even by dynamically changing the way
a behavior works. ACBM is the latest in a family of systems developed by Peter Lattimore of BDM.
Previous systems (see Section 3.7 describing SUPPRESSOR and SWEG) were constructive simulations
designed to suppon analysis applications. They lacked the capability to change tactics during a model
run or represent the sustainment of forces. ACBM extends these models to provide those capabilities
in a DIS-compatible framework.
Behaviors are defined in terms of six generic physical actions and six generic "mental" functions.
Clearly, one of the imponant hypotheses of ACBM is that a few general purpose functions can be
used to model combat of all kinds at all levels of detail in the DIS environment. The physical actions
are MOVE, SHOOT, COMMUNICATE, SENSE, DISRUPT, and SUSTAIN. The SUSTAIN action is
one of the ways ACBM goes beyond SWEG to represent maintenance and the exchange of resources
in accordance with orders. The six "mental" functions are NOTICE, DIGEST, REACT, REVIEW,
PONDER, and INVENT. The PONDER and INVENT functions can be used to represent changes in
tactics, which is another capability not available in SWEG.
C3I functionality in ACBM is represented explicitly through the resource allocation logic, coordination tactics, and commander/subordinate relationships specified in external databases. A formally
defined input language is used by a subject matter expen to define the combinations of generic functions
and input data that specify a complete entity model. Behavior is consequently represented primarily in
data rather than code.
Generic functions are modeled using simulation events. When a decision procedure detennines
that some aspect of a physical or mental activity should be scheduled, an event is inserted on the
entity's queue of pending events. A "Do Next" agent is responsible for taking events off the queue and
executing them. The logic controlling how each agent manages its queue is contained in the ACBM
inference engine. This engine also manages a global event list for coordinating the activities of all
entities or "players" controlled by ACBM. Several computations get handled in the inference engine
that all entities can use in their decision procedures. such as obstacle avoidance and path planning. The
division of labor between the ACBM inference engine and the players is a design issue that seems to be
open to change.
Players can be flexibly organized into "assets" that receive input stimuli, make decisions, and
generate responses as specified in a user-supplied configuration file. Players can be modeled as a Single
asset, or as hybrids whose behavior is modeled using several assets. An asset could be an ACBM engine,
another kind of simulator, a human commander, or even a real hardware device. Since the responses
of one asset become the stimuli for other assets, this arrangement provides the conceptual basis for all
entity interactions. In particular, all C31 interactions are modeled by explicit message passing activities
among entities. There will be 30 to 50 message types required to model the interactions between players.
PDUs of the same nature are currently being defined for the DIS standard. Current estimates indicate
that about 200 message types will be required to account for information eXChanges within a player.
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New PDUs for these interactions are not being submitted to the standardization process at this time.
The ACBM software has been translated into C from the FORTRAN legacy software of SWEG. The
current implementation of the ACBM inference engine is about 18,000 lines of C code. It is being rewritten in C++. The object-oriented functionality in ACBM seems to be derived from the list-processing
techniques and data suuctures implemented in the SWEG software. The language translation did not
require any re-engineering of the software design to take advantage of the object-oriented features of
C++.
In a recent test case, a 6 man-month effort was required to define 20 entity types and a problem
scenario involving 150 to 200 players. The resulting database files, developed from scratch, contained
approximately 20,000 lines of ASCII data. About 50 decision variables were provided to support the
definitions of mental functions like REACT.
The CGF architecture is logically organized into two types of components: a CGF User Interface
and a CGF Engine. Each component resides on a Sun or Silicon Graphics Workstation. The CGF Engine
hosts ACBM and simulates entity behavior. The User Interface provides exercise control, visualization,
and simulation support. Many configurations of these components are possible. Several CGF Engines
can be configured to work with a single User Interface, several Interfaces can be configured with a single
CGF Engine, and the Engine and Interface can coexist together on the same workstation. When more
than one workstation is involved in an exercise, any request to simulate a new entity will be handled by
a workstation with enough excess capacity to maintain DIS specified update rates. This helps to balance
the computational load across available computing resources.
The CGF architecture also provides an ALERT agent to handle situations where human intervention
may be required to achieve tactically realistic behavior. When the parameters of a behavior fallout of
some prespecified desirable range, an alert is generated and prioritized. The operator can set a threshold
on priority levels for deciding which alerts are dropped and which alerts are passed through.
Software configuration management control procedures are in place for the entire CGF effort, along
with standards for documentation and a program description language.

3.3.2 Units, Equipment
Current plans call for a system capable of battalion level resolution, controlling 150 entities (on a Sun or
Silicon GraphiCS Workstation) by the end of Phase I of the project in June 1993. At the end of Phase 2
in September 1994, the resolution will be at the regiment level with the capability to control 320 entities
per workstation.
The forces to be represented by the end of Phase 2 cover aspects of all seven Battlefield Operating
Systems (BOSs). The friendly force will be an Annored Cavalry Squadron (Reinforced) having organic
artillery and trains, direct support engineer and helicopter elements, and assigned counter-battery radar
and EW assets. The opposing force will be a Soviet-style Motorized Rifle Regiment (Reinforced) with
organic tank, artillery, anti-aircraft, anti-tank, engineer, Signal, and combat service support assets. This
force will also be provided with EW assets and a direct support helicopter squadron.
Three missions will be supported for these forces: movement to contact, delay, and hasty attack.
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3.3.3

Physical Environment

The terrain database is derived from the standard SIMNET Hunter-Liggett database, using 1 arc-second
terrain elevations and including both 2D and 3D terrain features (derived from Project 2851 SIF data).
Several environmental factors affecting entity behavior will be modeled, including darkness, rain,
smoke, dust, fog, wind, and various dynamic terrain features. Each CGF entity will present detectable
signatures (visual, aural, thennal, emissions) enabling them to be perceived using appropriate sensors.
Environmental factors play a role in the detection and identification behavior of all entities. 1llis
capability seems to be derived from the capability already present in the SWEG legacy software. Work
is underway to allow environmental factors tl} affect entity movements as well.

3.3.4

Tactics, Doctrine

Behaviors, tactics, and C3I functionality are explicitly represented in data rather than code. The Type
Data Base (fOB) and Scenario Data Base (SDB) are external files constructed by a subject matter expert.
These files contain specifications of each entity's capabilities, tactics, missions, plans, relationships to
other entities, etc. The physical actions of players can be defined in ACBM to have the military
functionality of combat instruction sets. However, ACBM also supports more complex specifications
of behavior both for physical actions and for hierarchical command and control. Mission directives
ultimately come from orders issued by a human commander at a CGF Workstation.
At run time the ACBM system provides a shared memory in which a set of decision variables
are stored - things like subordinate status, weapons status, geometric relationships, target identity,
control measures, etc. 1llis memory, and a local knowledge base for each entity, is maintained by the
NOTICE, DIGEST, and REVIEW functions. NOTICE is responsible for collecting relevant inputs;
DIGEST perfonns whatever conversions and transfonnations are required to store the infonnation in
shared memory or an entity's knowledge base; and REVIEW examines memory to decide where more
infonnation is needed and when infonnation should be discarded. Decisions about how to use this
infonnation to control the entity's actions are made in REACT. The decision procedure used in REACT
can be changed in two ways. PONDER can be invoked to select among alternative procedures defined in
the database; or, INVENT could be called to modify parameters of the current procedure or perhaps even
to generate a new procedure based on past experience. The current implementation does not contain
the INVENT function, so INVENT is still a design concept whose specific functionality remains to be
detennined.
The behavior of each mental function is controlled by a set of decision procedures or "contingency
plans" defined by a subject matter expert and stored in the TDB. Each decision procedure is specified
using a fonnal input language. The features of this language for coding entity behaviors are very flexible
and not easily described in a succinct summary. (See the related discussion in the section describing
SWEG). The output of a decision procedure can schedule either a physical action or a mental function
(along with the behavioral alternatives it can use), or assign a new value for a decision variable. Whether
or not the action taken is appropriate for a given context depends on how well the contingencies specified
in the data file correspond to both the contingencies faced by the entity in combat, and the level of
fidelity required in each situation.
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3.3.5 Human-Systems Interface
The man-machine interface is designed to provide command and control based on a communication
metaphor. The human commander receives and issues standardized, five paragraph orders (OPORDs).
Information is always organized logically by functional groupings relevant to OPORD paragraphs,
and orders are transmitted as messages. This metaphor carries over into the way automated entities
implement their C3 behavior, allowing a human to easily assume or relinquish command of any unit at
any echelon. In a similar manner, the human commander (and ACBM command elements) can receive
and issue reports and requests transmitted as messages and structured using a standard template. The
man-machine interface also provides status information that the human can use to monitor the situation.
This status information includes a situation map, status boards, message logs, and an out-the-window
view. Interactions with the interface utilize "point & click" arid "drag & drop" operations.
Map overlays are used by the human commander when preparing an order. These overlays summarize tactical control measures (and alphanumeric annotations) associated with the scheme of maneuver,
fire support, combat service support, engineer. etc. The graphical interface will allow the commander
to create, modify, and review overlays.
The man-machine interface software is based on a modular, object-Oriented design that hies to
provide a baseline development environment for DIS-compatible applications. The framework makes
extensive use of commercial off-the-shelf software (standard UNIX operating system and network interface; ANSI C and C++ implementation, along with an object-oriented CASE tool; standard X-Window
Motif user interface toolkits; graphics libraries and viewers) to provide an applications framework that
has maximum portability. The user interface also provides a DIS network interface toolkit, a system
executive, and an applications kernel to manage simulation entities, C3I objects, military symbology
objects, and graphics viewer objects. The idea is insulate the interface applications developer from as
many of the low level details as possible and allow them to focus on the functionality of their application.
In particular, this framework supports the development of separate modes of operation for the CGF
workstation. Five different modes will be supported - System Operation, Battl em aster, Warfighter,
Controller, After-Action Review - and each requires its own capabilities and displays. System
Operation mode is used for maintenance and development of system capabilities. Battlemaster mode
is used to establish terrain and environmental conditions, initialize an exercise, suspend and resume
execution, and checkpoint or restore the state of an exercise. Human commanders control CGF forces
either in Warfighter mode (where the human is a participant in a fair fight) or Controller mode (where the
human has access to ground truth and the tactics and operations of both sides). The After-Action Review
mode will allow the user to collate and summarize exercise data, replay the exercise, and produce a
trace of the behaviors which led to certain selected outcomes.
Text editors the only tools currently available to help subject matter experts encode entity models in
the ACBM databases. A consistency checker is being developed to help find errors in the databases. A
key hypothesis of the ACBM approach is that the knowledge acquisition effort to build these databases is
tractable. Two points are made in support of this hypothesis. First, type definitions can be reused in the
sense that textual data can easily be modified, cut and pasted, etc. using a text editor. The definition used
for a given entity type will become more complete and reliable as it is revised and enhanced for several
scenarios. Second, the prinCiple of "selective fidelity" implies that exhaustive details will rarely be
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needed for CGF applications. Consequently, the databases won't grow into enumerative representations
of behavior.

3.4
3.4.1

1ST SAF
Software development methodology and architecture

The Institute for Simulation and Training (1ST) was tasked by STRICOM to build a low cost SAF
system. To met this objective, they chose to build their system under MS-DOS to run on conventional
386 class machines using COTS hardware and software. ANSI C was selected as the development
language for effiCiency and portability.
The underlying architecture uses a slightly modified version of Finite State Machines (FSMs). Due
to the Single tasking, non-preemptive nature of MS-DOS, 1ST wrote an "Executive" to manage the
state transitions and provide the illusion of simultaneous behaviors from multiple entities in a real-time,
distributed environment.
The 1ST architecture breaks SAF actions down into a sequence of Behavioral Units which are
encoded as states within the FSM. Each state is a separate C language function. A skilled C programmer
interacts with a Subject Maner Expert (SME) to design a set of state actions and transitions. Due
to the non-preemptive nature of MS-DOS, each state must be carefully designed and tested to avoid
monopolizing the computer for an extended period of time; each state must explicitly give up control
of the computer before another state can begin execution. The final action of each state is to post on
the Executive's queue the name of the next expected state and a requested start time. The Executive
attempts to accommodate the requests as precisely as possible, but if state functions are poorly designed
or the load on the system is too high, the requested start time will be delayed. 1ST has conducted load
tests and found that the system degrades gracefully. The most noticeable effect is that dead reckoned
behaviors may develop larger excursions than nornlal. Otherwise, the behaviors just appear to take
somewhat longer than anticipated. 1ST has found FSM to be very fast and etficient. The hierarchical
structure has mapped well to the behaviors they have sought to implement so far.
The 1ST SAF is partitioned into Operator Interface (01) workstations and Simulator workstations.
These two classes of machines communicate with one another over the simulation Ethernet interface
but use their own protocol (not-DIS). Since the interaction is rather high level, very little network traffic
results. One 01 can be supported by multiple Simulator workstations and vice versa. As SAF entities
are created. a semi-dynamic load balancing algorithm is used to distribute the computation.

3.4.2

Units, Equipment

Physical characteristics are kept in an external parameter file. Every DIS entity type has been encoded.
However, behaviors are directly coded in C as a set of state functions. Primitive behaviors are provided
for all entities, but Dismounted Infantry, Infantry Fighting Vehicles such as M2's and BMP's, and tanks
have the greatest level of detail.
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3.4.3 Physical Environment
The 1ST SAF uses the standard SIMNET polygonal terrain database. However, their system is able to
read and operate directly on the polygons. 1ST has expended considerable effort to do terrain reasoning,
Line of Sight, and route planning efficiently based on polygons. 1b.is effort should result in a much
easier transition to Dynamic Terrain compared to systems which pre-process or compile the terrain data

3.4.4 Tactics, Doctrine
Tactics and doctrine are coded directly in C. A~ previously noted, a skilled C programmer interacts with
a Subject Matter Expert (SME) to design a set of state actions and transitions. 1ST is using standard C
development tools, primarily from Borland. They do not currently use any Knowledge Acquisition or
CASE tools. Based on their past experience, the time to encode the behavior for a new entity from a
cold start is about 3 months, for an experienced C programmer.
1ST has concentrated on good route planning and weapon selection algorithms. Weapon selection
in particular is modeled with extensive detail. So far, only individual vehicles or soldiers have been
modeled; they do not support platoon, company, etc. Over the next two years, however, 1ST has funding
to begin work on coordinated behavior. Currently, the 1ST SAF can react to unexpected events but
does no long range or overall planning. One exception has been their work on reconnaissance planning.
Using a dOminating sets approach from graph theory, they were able to do route planning and positioning
of vehicles as well as human SMEs.

3.4.5 Human-Systems Interface
The 01 is a fairly standard 2-D plan view display with a menu and mouse interface. The menus
also support "hot keys" to speed repetitive tasks. All DIS entities can be controlled directly from the
Simulator workstation using keystrokes while the 01 provides a much more usable interface for entity
types for which 1ST has developed detailed behaviors, namely: Dismounted Infantry, Infantry Fighting
Vehicles, and tanks.

3.5

IFORIWISSARD

DARPA's Intelligent Forces / What If Simulation System for Advanced Research and Development
(lFORlWISSARD) program is developing three approaches to improving Autonomous Forces for the
Navy Tactical Air domain. The first approach is BBN's ModSAF which is discussed separately in
Section 3.2. The second system by Hughes Research Lab (HRL) is called Concurrent Control SAF
(CoCo). The third approach by a University consortium consisting of University of Michigan at Ann
Arbor, Carnegie Mellon University, and lSI is based on SOAR (the name SOAR is derived from the
architecture's basic cycle of taking a State, applying an Operator, And generating a Result). Finally ISX
and HRL are building a Knowledge Acquisition tool to support CoCo SAF and SOAR.
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3.5.1

Software development methodology and architecture

CoCo SAF uses an arbitration scheme to allow multiple confticting orders to be resolved. The arbiter is
built on top of eXisting BBN SAF code. HRL has demonstrated improved route planning, particularly
for fonnations, using this method. Higher level command and control behaviors are currently being
developed.
CoCo SAF is used in conjunction with case-based methods for rapid acquisition of tactics. 1bis will
allow these agents to be used to aid the development of SOAR agents. While CoCo SAF agents will
lack a deep understanding of the rationale behind their actions, they will nevertheless be able to respond
to any SOAR agent's actions with a great diversity of valid tactical behavior. 1bis will give the SOAR
agents a combination of consistency, Validity, and variety needed to acquire appropriate responses for
new tactical situations.
SOAR is an attempt to create a general. uniform architecture to support all of the capabilities
necessary for general intelligent behavior, such as knowledge representation, problem solving, planning,
learning, natural language understanding. and interaction with dynamic environments. The intent is to
span the full rangeoftasks from highly routine to extremely difficult open ended problems. Concurrently,
SOAR is used to model human hehavior and is an attempt to create a unified theory of cognition that
explains a broad range of psychological phenomena.
SOAR has its roots in many early AI systems including GPS and OPS5. It originated in 1982 as the
synthesis of the Ph.D. theses of John Laird (on general pro hI em solving methods using subgoals) and
Paul Rosenbloom (on a learning method), hoth advised hy Allen Newell at Carnegie Mellon University.
SOAR is currently in use at approximately 20 sites with about 100 active researchers.
SOAR fonnulates all of its activity in terms of selecting and applying operators to achieve goals.
If the system's knowledge is ever insufficient to either select and carry out the appropriate operator, a
subgoal is automatically created to resolve the problem. 1bis approach can lead to planning (the system
internally simulates alternative operators to discover which will be the hest), hierarchical execution
(a complex activity, such as destroy-bandit, is decomposed into smaller units of behavior), or other
complex reasoning. When a subgoal is achieved, SOAR not only is ahle to continue to make progress
on its original prohlem, it also learns the conditions under which the result of the subgoal should be
produced, so that the subgoal will he avoided in the future. SOAR encodes all of its knowledge as rules
(also called productions). SOAR's learning mechanism automatically creates new rules when subgoal
results are produced. 1bis type of learning has heen demonstrated to support a wide variety of types of
learning. All input to SOAR arrives asynchronously, and SOAR rules provide reactive responses when
necessary. SOAR is implemented in C. using state-of-the-art matching technology to support very large
rule bases, and very fast execution.

3.5.2

Units, Equipment

Although SOAR has heen applied to a wide numher of prohlems. work within the DIS environment
is less than one year old. The underlying, primitive vehicle dynamics and low level behavior will be
perfonned by making library calls to ModSAF. and therefore will have the same units as listed in the
ModSAF section. However, Tactical Air (TACAIR) Beyond Visual Range (BVR) air-to-air combat
scenarios will be the only domain with higher level cognition support, at least for the first phase. An
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initial proof of concept demonstrating low level control of a flight simulator by SOAR in real time has
been finished, as well as higher level tactics for certain TACAIR BVR scenarios, primarily using the
F-14.

3.5.3

Physical Environment

IFORIWISSARD will use the ModSAF base for low level interaction with the environment. The initial
domain for higher level behavior is Navy Tactical Air Beyond Visual Range.

3.5.4 Tactics, Doctrine
Tactics and doctrine are represented by SOAR problem spaces, tasks, and operators. The initial
behaviors will be written by experienced programmers in SOAR code based on interviews with experts
and protocols of human pilots flying in WISSARD and TACTS ranges. Work is proceeding by ISX and
HRL to automatically generate SOAR code from specifications generated by Subject Matter Experts.
Case-based methods are also being developed at HRL to allow tactical scenarios to be described in
terms of a series of examples. CoCo SAF agents can be controlled using these cases to provide
intelligent opponents for use by SOAR developers. Another Knowledge Acquisition program within
IFORIWISSARD will attempt to have SOAR learn aviation maneuvers and tactics by participating in
engagements with itself and human pilots. Engagements with human aviators will come from replaying
sets of recorded human exercises from the Tactical Air Combat Training System (TACfS) Range and
the WISSARD simulation network.

3.5.5

Human-Systems Interface

The operator interface is currently undefined, but an initial implementation will likely be based on the
ModSAF Plan View Display.
A limited number of tools are available to assist the SOAR programmer; more are under development. Work is also currently in process to provide an environment for the novice SOAR programmer.

3.6

CCTT SAFOR

The Close Combat Tactical Trainer (CCTT) program will build the next generation of Army tactical
trainer. The development contract was awarded to a team lead by IBM in December 1992. One
component of the CCIT is a Semi-Automated Force module to augment the manned trainers. SAIC is
the lead sub-contractor for the SAFOR.

3.6.1

Software development methodology and architecture

Due to recent award of this contract, the software architecture for the CCTT SAFOR is still in development.
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3.6.2 Units, Equipment
The requirements for the CCIl SAFOR include representation of platform that form an Army battalion. These include representation and control of logistics and engineering elements, fire support of
RAGslDAGs, (expand) RWA, and FWA, (expand) and air defense platforms.

3.6.3

Physical Environment

Standard terrain databases will be used, perhaps augmented with a separate file of fords, bridges, roads,
and buildings.

3.6.4 Tactics, Doctrine
Tactics and doctrine will be captured in comhat instruction sets.

3.6.5

Human-Systems Interface

The Human-System Interface for the CClT SAFOR is still in development.

3.7

SWEG I SUPPRESSOR

The Simulated Warfare Environment Generator (SWEG) is a mission level, discrete event simulation
system useful for evaluating electronic comhat systems, weapon systems, or tactics in many-versusmany scenarios. The simulation output supports a variety of analyses by providing data for a large
assortment of measures of effectiveness. SWEG was derived from the SUPPRESSOR system, originally
developed for the Air Force by the Calspan Corporation from 1978 to 1981. Configuration control for
the system was subsequently transferred to the Aeronautical Systems Division at Wright Patterson
AFB. In order to address the analysis needs of the Naval Air Warfare Center - Aircraft Division, BDM
International Inc. modified SUPPRESSOR (Version 5.1) so that it could inter-operate with real-time,
external hardware and software components. SWEG is the result of that incremental modification to
SUPPRESSOR. The primary software architect tor hoth systems is Peter Lattimore, currently with
BDM. The two systems are discussed together in this section since they are so closely related.

3.7.1

Software development methodology and architecture

Both SUPPRESSOR and SWEG are written in FORTRAN. In order to address the requirements for
efficiency and flexibility in dynamic simulations, the software includes generiC routines for creating and
using linked list data structures and dynamically managing all data storage. This approach to storage
management has at least two important consequences. First, since all data is accessed and managed
using a common set of generic storage routines, most of the data can be treated as global data. This
facilitates the specification of tactics and doctrine in the input language. Second, the use of linked list
data structures permits representations of players that are both modular and dynamic. This provides
some desirable Object oriented qualities to the implementation. II is also the basis for SWEG's capability
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to use external assets to asynchronously process stimuli or generate responses for a player in a SWEG
scenario.
SWEG uses a SCRAMNET shared memory to interact with real-time, external hardware, software,
or human assets. SWEG's information exchanges with external assets are managed by the SWEDAT
interface. lbis interface uses some of the same subroutines SWEG uses for its internal storage, with
extra information provided to handle access permission and avoid read/write contention for shared
memory data blocks. Real time interactions are transformed into discrete events by reading and writing
shared memory at user-specified time intervals. SWEG maintains a template representation for every
external asset or player. These representation "images" are data structures with appropriate pointers in
the slots for those functions where decision making responsibility is given to an external asset. The
SWEDAT interface automatically manages the transfer of data to and from the appropriate assets at the
appropriate time. Players that are hybrids of actual equipment or personnel will have data structures
that inform SWEDAT how to treat stimuli and where to get responses. For example, an aircraft might
be represented by a cockpit simulator with a pilot who generates Move and Shoot decisions, a warning
receiver in an anechoic chamber that processes cenain physical stimuli, and a simulated airframe whose
physical dynamics are modeled within SWEG. This kind of capability has been demonstrated at the Air
Combat Environment Test and Evaluation Facility (ACETEF) located at the Naval Air Warfare Center.
Note that the SWEG software can itself be viewed as an external asset when copies are running on
mUltiple computers. lbis approach to distributed simulation is not DIS compatible as implemented in
SWEG. However, the software has been modified to fit into a DIS environment (see the discussion of
ACBM in Section 3.3).
Model execution is structured around eight generic functions: the five physical actions Move,
Sense, Shoot, Disrupt, Talk and the three mental actions Notice, Digest, React. The activities of an
entity are the modeled as combinations of these generic functions. Simulation events are the physical
implementation of these generic functions. For example, a communication between two players might
involve a Message Origination Event signaling the decision to communicate, a Communications Event
procesSing the transmission of the message, a Communication Notice Event which initiates the recipient
recognition activity, etc. There are approximately 54 distinct events types defined in SUPPRESSOR,
and a comparable number in SWEG. A few system algorithms implement the low-level details of how
the activities associated with each event are represented and processed. Three kinds of algorithms are
provided. Terrain algorithms include line of sight calculations, contour lines for terrain avoidance, etc.
that affect sensing, communications, disrupting, movement, thinking, and shooting. Energy algorithms
include transmission loss and antenna gain calculations that affect communications, sensing, jamming,
and shooting. Movement algorithms compute a players future path by providing a time-tagged list of
coordinates along with speed and turn radius.
The most imponant thing to remember about SWEG and SUPPRESSOR is that there are no
assumptions in the code about the details of the combat model being simulated. Detailed descriptions
of everything - the scenario, platforms and systems, tactics, terrain, rules of engagement, command and
control, and number of sides in the conflict - are all specified in the input. lbis provides a high degree of
flexibility in the variety of combat scenarios that can be modeled, and the fidelity and level of detail in
the model. The clear implication of this methodology is that the preparation of the input data is the key
part of the modeling process. In the words of the SUPPRESSOR User's Guide: "Unlike other models,
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SUPPRESSOR does not supply the input blanks for you to fill in; you have to make up the blanks and
fill them in. TItis model requires a commitment by the user to really study the problem at hand and
prepare a unique set of input instructions" (Vol. I, page 1-8).

3.7.2

Units, Equipment

Neither SWEG nor SUPPRESSOR contains software devoted to specific kinds of platforms or forces.
The functionality of entities, and the relationships and interactions among entities, is determined by the
input data Complete specification of an entity model- that is, suitable combinations of generic functions
and input data - is facilitated by a formally defined language that allows the user to describe players and
their decision processes. Therein lies the power and flexibility of SWEG and SUPPRESSOR. In fact, it
is helpful to think of these systems as programming environments rather than combat models. They have
proven to be effecti ve for coding a wide variety of combat simulations. SWEG and SUPPRESSOR have
been used to simulate scenarios involving surface-to-air missile systems, anti-aircraft artillery, fighter
aircraft, bombers, anti-radiation missiles, electronic combat systems, and naval vessels.

3.7.3

Physical Environment

The terrain data in SWEG and SUPPRESSOR is derived from DMA terrain files . The DMA files
are first convened into a set of small binary terrain files . These binary files are subsequently used to
generate an internal representation of terrain as a continuous surface defined by a variable-resolution
triangular lattice. The triangular representation is produced by first building a surface of large triangles
over the desired terrain area. Each flat triangular component of this surface has an associated elevation.
Whenever the true elevations for a set of points in the triangle differ too much from the elevation of
the triangle face, the triangle is decomposed. TItis allows smooth areas to be economically represented
using a few large triangles, with smaller triangles used for fine details as necessary. Note that the
triangles are not used to represent micro-terrain features.
The terrain representation is used during model execution to determine line of sight for energyrelated calculations (sensing, communicating, jamming). The user can specify the signatures, antenna
patterns, transmission loss, etc. to be used, and the calculations can use either a nat earth or curved
earth assumption. The terrain representation is also used to determine terrain effects on movement and
weapons, such as contour lines for terrain avoidance, and masking patterns for threat avoidance.

3.7.4 Tactics, Doctrine
As noted previously, behaviors, tactics, and C3I functionality are explicitly represented in data rather
than code. The definitions of each player type are stored in a Type Data Base (TDB). A player type is
defined by specifying several components: tactics; systems for sensing, communications, shooting (ie.
weapons), disrupting (eg. jamming), thinking (ie. Notice, Digest, React), and moving; resources (eg.
weapons systems have ordinance); and susceptibilities (eg. signatures if it can be perceived by sensors).
The initial geometric locations of particular players, pre-planned movements, communication nets with
alternate frequencies and message prioritization, C2 relationships, contingency plans for movement,
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and zones are defined in a Scenario Data Base (SDB). These external files are constructed by a subject
matter expert.
At run time, the SWEG internal memory structures make various kinds of infonnation available
as global variables - things like subordinate status, weapons status, geometric relationships, target
identity, control measures, etc. - that can be referenced in decision procedures. These data items,
and all the state infonnation associated with each entity, are maintained by the Notice and Digest
functions. Notice is responsible for collecting relevant inputs; Digest perfonns whatever conversions
and transfonnations are required to store the infonnation in shared memory or an entity's knowledge
base. Decisions about how to use this infonnation to control the entity's actions are made in REAcr.
Decision making behavior is controlled by a set of tactics or decision procedures written in the
input language and stored in the TDB. Each decision procedure is specified in a way that seems to be
similar to a decision tree. The output of a decision procedure (the "leaves" of the decision tree) can
schedule either a physical action or a mental function, or assign a new value for a decision variable.
The basic logic controlling what output is generated by a procedure is specified using a set of filters that
compare the available options to evaluation criteria. In the simplest case these criteria are expressed
as boolean combinations ("and" and "or") of simple predicates and inequalities involving decision
variables and other knowledge (for example "unit strength> 9Ocomplete set of constructs available in
the input language to specify decision procedures is much more complex than this however. A more
detailed discussion of these issues is beyond the scope this report.
It is important to note that SWEG and SUPPRESSOR do not have the capability to change tactics or
reorganize forces during model execution. There is also no easy way to model mobilization, deployment,
or sustainment of forces.

3.7.5

Human-Systems Interface

SWEG and SUPPRESSOR were designed to support analysis studies. Given the data intensive nature of
the way models are specified, and the requirements for statistical output to support a typical analysis, it is
not surprising that batch mode is the primary mode of user interaction with SWEG and SUPPRESSOR.
A preprocessor parses the input files and checks them for various syntactic and semantic errors. The
features of the input language for specifying input data and entity models have been discussed previously.
The language also allows the user to specify special situations during which data should be captured
and saved in an Analysis Data Base (ADB) as the model executes. A very ftexible postprocessor is
available to filter the data into user-defined summary listings. No other tools are provided to assist the
user in setting up, running, and analyzing a model run.
SUPPRESSOR can be configured to write statistical infonnation to a computer tenninal display
during model execution. This capability is only supported for tenninals that move the cursor in response
to standard ASCII escape sequences. As with all other aspects of the system, control of the display
is data driven. The fixed-fonnat screen display provides cumulative statistics summarizing all player
interactions involving sensors, weapons, command and control, and movement. An optional data item
in the ModellGckoff (MK) Instructions File allows the user to designate one player whose activities
will be continuously monitored. Infonnation summarizing the interactions and activities of the selected
player are displayed in the lower comer of the screen.
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SWEG goes one step further by providing a graphical view of a scenario as the model executes.
The user can specify data items in the MK instructions that define the terrain coordinates and extent of
the graphics display, declare the colors to he used, and define the symbols to display for each player
type. As user defined situations occur during model execution, the graphical display shows the user the
locations and movements of all players involved. TItis graphics capability is currently available only
on a Silicon Graphics workstation.
In principle it seems possible to provide an interactive graphics user interface for a SWEG model
by reconfiguring the console used to monitor the scenario. The graphics station is defined as an external
asset that, by default, has no decision making responsibilities and controls no players or platfonns. The
same data items used to distribute decision making for a single player across external assets could be
used to allow the graphics station to modify a player's Move or Shoot behavior, make assignments to
subordinates, etc. However, provisions for a truly interactive interface do not appear to be an integral
part of the basic system design.

3.8

3.8.1

Janus A
Software development methodology and architecture

Janus A is an entity-level combat simulation originally built by Lawrence Livennore National Labs,
then transitioned to TRAC-White Sands. Janus A is used for both analysis and training.
Like other entity-level simulations, Janus A uses individual weapons systems, vehicles, and soldiers
as the fundamental entities that interact in the comhat environment. Target detection, target acquisition,
atUition, and movement are calculated using values derived from real-world tests with individual items of
equipment. The results of an engagement hetween two squads of infantrymen are the cumulative effects
of the collection of interactions hetween individual infantrymen. These interactions are influenced by
the terrain (e.g., an infantryman lying in a foxhole is harder to hit and kill than one standing in a field),
the equipment (e.g., an infantryman with night-vision goggles can detect and acquire his target sooner in
the dark, thus increasing the prohahility of killing his target), and the environmental effects like weather
and smoke.
Janus A is written in Fortran with some graphiCS code done in C. The software is not Object-oriented.
The Janus architecture is not distributed. Up to 24 TEKTRONIX 4225 Graphics Work Stations are linked
to a single VAXNMS processor. In the typical training environment, two users share a workstation and
command a company or platoon of troops.
Janus A was recently ported to Sun workslalions. The Army is initialing an effort 10 rewrite Janus
A in an Open Systems environment.
Janus A is not currently SIMNET or DIS-compatible. There is a project underway at the Naval
Postgraduate School to integrate Janus in the DIS environment. TItis proof-of-principle effort will build
a translator to allow Janus to send and receive a suhsel of the DIS Protocol Data Units (PDU): Entity
State, Fire, and Detonation.
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3.8.2

Units, Equipment

Janus A is primarily an Army simulation, emphasizing ground, ground-to-air, and air-to-ground combat.
It supports representation of a variety of ground combat functional areas:
Armored and mechanized platforms
Dismounted infantry
Air defense (radars and weapons systems)
Fixed wing aircraft
Rotary wing aircraft
Engineer operations
Artillery
Ammunition and fuel re-supply
Other platforms can be played in Janus A with some modifications to the database.

3.8.3

Physical Environment

The Janus terrain data provided by the Defense Mapping Agency (DMA) is stored in two files. One
contains only digitized terrain information. The other one contains data for contour lines, grid squares,
vegetation, roads, built-up areas, and rivers. The terrain is represented in 50 meter grid squares.
Maneuver obstacles and weather are played as elements of the environment. The user can emplace
obstacles without simulating the time and resources required to lay minefields or dig trenches.

3.8.4

Tactics, Doctrine

The user controls all unit and vehicle activity through the Janus workstation interface. The user can
develop plans for units before scenario exeL'Ution begins or direct their acti vity during scenario execution.
The user positions his units on the map display and develops routes for them. He can also specify
the placement of obstacles (e.g., minefields, craters, abatis, and smokepots).
Ground combat units exhibit regular movement, acquisition and engagement behaviors. Janus
A also supports levels of defensive protection including two Mission Oriented Protective Postures
(MOPP).
Janus A includes a number of specific behaviors for classes of combat units or equipment. For
example, aircraft have two flight modes: low and slow; and high and fast. Helicopters can do pop-up
maneuvers. Supply vehicles can upload fuel or ammunition to another vehicle.
Both air defense radars and missiles are represented. The radars will sound an alarm when they
detect a target. If they lock on the target, they will automatically fire a missile. The target can avoid a
radar lock on by moving out of range (presented as line-of-sight for the weapon system).

3.8.5

Human-Systems Interface

The 1EKTRONIX version of a Janus work station has a monitor, keyboard and a puck and tablet device.
The Janus interface consists of a 2-D map display and a vertical masthead of puck-sensitive (or mouse-
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sensitive) choices. Some choices change the set of choices displayed in the masthead. Other choices
open a text-window and command line where the user must enter information with the keyboard.
Janus provides three exercise support capahilities: scenario preparation. check-pointing and restart
functions. and a fairly standard set of output reports. The scenario preparation tools are a set of editors
that allow the user to select pieces of terrain. huild new graphic symbols for units or equipment. and
edit the many databases of systems performance data.
Janus produces several output reports. Note that Janus does not log the individual platform or unit
taskings given by the user so there is no way to replay a scenario.

4

Other SAFOR-Related Efforts

4.1

mM Blackboard Research Study

IBM has been pursuing a small. nine man-month effort to explore the advantages and disadvantages of
a CGF architecture based on a "hlackhoard system" model. Blackhoard system architectures have been
an active research topic in the Artificial Intelligence community for over ten years. They were originally
developed as part of a speech-understanding system to help manage and exploit the large number of
competing hypotheses generated about how a speech utterance should be decoded into syllables. words.
and phrases. The key technical idea is to organize domain knowledge and problem solving knowledge
into a collection of specialized "knowledge sources". These knowledge sources cooperate to solve a
problem by exchanging information using a structured working memory called a blackboard. Technical
refinements of this idea over the past decade have made hlackhoard systems attractive as a general
pUrpose technique for addressing control issues in a variety of complex prohlem solving tasks.
The hypothesis of the IBM work is that there are important advantages to modeling the command and
control activities ofCGF entities using a hlackhoard framework. The anticipated advantages include an
extensible software design. a hierarchical organization of pro hi em solving that naturally accommodates
military echelons. and a context/event driven specification of behavior that should easily represent the
dynamics of battlefield event sequences. The results to date provide tentative evidence that this approach
may be worthwhile.

4.1.1

Software development methodology and architecture

A proof-of-concept prototype was developed on an IBM RISC/6000 using two implementation tools:
an object-oriented COTS product for huilding hlackboard systems called GBB. and an existing IBM
system called the Combined Arms Comhat Simulation Test Bed (CACS). The CACS system is written
in C and handles the simulation of vehicle maneuvers. The GBB system is written in Lisp and was
used to implement the SAFaR Command System. The SAFaR Command System monitors the events
simulated by the CACS. makes decisions hased on these observations. refines those decisions into
actions. and issues commands to the CACS to implement the actions. The software developed for this
implementation included 30 object types. 38 rules. approximately 4K of Lisp code and 1K of C code.
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4.1.2

Units, Equipment

The proof-of-concept demonstration modeled two platoons of M3 Bradley vehicles. The opposing force
was composed of Soviet BMPs.

4.1.3 Physical Environment
CACS uses the standard SIMNET terrain data to suppon the basic maneuver and detection requirements
of the proof-of-concept demonstration, including route following, obstacle avoidance, and line-of-sight
computations.

4.1.4 Tactics, Doctrine
Two demonstrations focused on the coordination of units in a zone reconnaissance operation. The
first demonstration involved a Single zone scenario in which the emulated platforms automatically
coordinated their movements using control measures (line of depanure and phase lines), then responded
in an organized manner to detection and firing from opposing forces. The response included a platoon
assembly, defensive retrograde, reassembly after the opposing force breaks the attack, and restan of the
defensive maneuver when the opposing force re-engages, eventUally returning to the line of departure.
The second demonstration involved two independent zones in which each platoon leader independently
commands phase line coordination and response to the opposing force attack.

4.1.5

Human-Systems Interface

The scope of the demonstration did not include any effort to develop a sophisticated user interface.
The prototype's human-system interface provides a 2D map display depicting the terrain and platform
behaviors. It also allows manual operations to specify route way pOints and to control vehicle activations,
speed, and firing decisions. The interface was used in the demonstrations to manually control the
opposing forces.

4.2

UCCATS/JCMlAMOEBA

The Urban Combat Computer Assisted Training System (UCCATS) and the Joint Conflict Model OCM)
are two members of the Janus family of entity-level simulations developed by LLNL. AMOEBA is
a research and development etlort at Lawrence Livermore National Labs (LLNL) intended to add
intelligent behaviors to the units represented in Janus, UCCATS, or JCM. The AMOEBA work is
currently being developed and tested with the UCCATS simulation.

4.2.1

Sofiware development methodology and architecture

The UCCATS architecture mirrors the Janus A architecture of a set of TEKTRONIX 4225 Graphics
Work Stations linked to a single processor. UCCATS is written in Ada interfaced with FORTRAN
graphics routines. It is based on an object-oriented design, but the use of Ada constrained a truly
object-oriented implementation.
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Neither UCCATS nor JCM is currently SIMNET or DIS-compatible. There is a project underway
at the LLNL to integrate both into the DIS environment. 1his proof-of-principle effort will make
fundamental changes in the model architectures to allow them to operate in a real-time distributed
environment. LLNL has also submitted a proposal to DARPA for making UCCATS DIS-compatible,
but the project is not currently funded.

4.2.2

Units, Equipment

UCCATS is primarily an Army simulation. emphasiZing ground, ground-to-air. and air-to-ground
combat. It supports representation of a variety of ground comhat functional areas such as:
Armored and mechanized platforms
Dismounted infantry
Fixed wing aircraft
Rotary wing aircraft
Engineer operations
Artillery
Ammunition and fuel resupply
Other platforms can be played in UCCATS with some modifications to the database. UCCATS supports
the addition of a third side to the battlefield. The third side can represent civilians or allies.

4.2.3

Physical Environment

The UCCATS terrain data provided hy the Defense Mapping Agency (DMA) .is stored in two files.
One contains the semantic information for the terrain including elevation and features (vegetation and
urban areas) data. The other one contains the graphics representation used to display the terrain on the
workstation.
The semantic terrain information is separated into elevation data and feature data. The elevation
data are stored in a rectangular matrix. The elevation for any point is determined by interpolating the
four corner points. generating a continuous terrain surface. The feature data is represented as polygons
of arbitrary shape. Each polygon has attrihutes descrihing how the feature represented affects mobility
and Line-Of-Sight. The polygons can overlap so a road running through a forest actually creates a cut
in the trees that affords unrestricted Line-Of-Sight in addition to improving mobility. The polygonal
representation has an accuracy of one decimeter on a terrain up to 100 kilometers square.
UCCATS represents urban areas as collections of individual buildings. Each building is a multistory polygonal structure which provide an elevated vantage and protection from acquisition and enemy
fire for occupying forces. UCCATS can also represent urhan areas in the same manner as Janus, as areas
of mobility and Line-Of-Sight degradation. As in Janus. UCCATS portrays maneuver obstacles and
weather as elements of the environment. Unlike Janus. UCCATS does model battlefield clutter created
by the killing of systems in a mobility corridor.
AMOEBA uses a generalized terrain representation which assumes only that terrain or terrainlike features are arbitrary overlapping polygons and that the MElT-T characteristics in a region are
determined by the features in which it lies.
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4.2.4 Tactics, Doctrine
The user controls all unit and vehicle activity through the UCCATS workstation interface. The user
can develop plans for units before scenario execution begins or direct their activity during scenario
execution.
The user pOSitions his units on the map display and develops routes for them. He can also specify the
placement of obstacles (e.g., minefields, wire and ditches). The user can also place prepared positions
on the battlefield for vehicles and dismounts to support a deliberate defense. Ground combat units
exhibit regular movement, acquisition and engagement behaviors. UCCATS also supports levels of
defensive protection afforded by natural defilade and prepared positions.
UCCATS includes a number of specific behaviors for classes of combat units or equipment. For
example, aircraft have two flight modes: low and slow; and high and fast. Helicopters can do pop-up
maneuvers. Supply vehicles can upload fuel or ammunition to another vehicle.
UCCATS units can perform several behaviors appropriate to the urban combat environment that are
not found in Janus. These behaviors are occupying, reint<Jrcing, clearing, and attacking buildings or
teams of soldiers within buildings.
The AMOEBA project is developing capabilities for intelligent behavior for Janus and UCCATS
units. One capability which is ready for incorporation into UCCATS is cooperative movement. Groups
of units below battalion level jointly produce coordinated movement plans leading them to a common
goal. These plans may balance factors such as mObility or concealment with adherence to specified
flexible formations, or may describe other synchronized maneuvers, as in a bounding overwatch.
Discovery of unexpected features in the terrain may trigger automated plan repair. This function
reduces the workload on the user by negating the need to draw in explicit routes for units.

4.2.5

Human-Systems Interface

The UCCATS work station has a monitor, keyboard and one or two puck and tablet input combinations.
The UCCATS interface consists of a 2-D map display menu area. The menu area is divided into common
areas accessed by both pucks and a separate area for each pUCk. The separate area displays the specific
functions that the player is operating on. Different functions are displayed based on choices made by
the player. For general operation of the simulation, the players never need to use a keyboard.
UCCATS provides exercise support capabilities for scenario preparation, checkpointing and restart,
and detailed after action review. The scenario preparation tools are a set of editors that allow the user to
select pieces of terrain, build new graphic symbols for units or equipment, and edit the many databases
of systems performance data. The checkpointing and restart allow the re-execution of the battle from
initial conditions or from any decision point identified during the battle. The detailed after action review
supports the generation of a standard set of reports as well as the interactive query of battle execution
to highlight specific decisions of actions that significantly influenced the battle outcome.

4.3

BBSIDIS

The BBSIDIS program is a DARPA-funded NRaD program intended to investigate the interoperability
of coarse-grained aggregate simulations and fine-grained individual entity simulation using Distributed
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Interactive Simulation (DIS) protocols. It is an attempt to combine the capabilities of an existing SAFOR
with the capabilities of an existing constructive model. The BattalionlBrigade Battle Simulation (BBS)
is an aggregate-level constructive simulation used to train Army battalion or brigade commanders. TIle
SAFOR. currently BBN's SIMNET SAF. controls the movement and combat of individual entities and
platoons of entities on the virtual battlefield. Units will be controlled by BBS until they come within
range of units on the virtual battlefield. At that point, units will be "handed over" to the SAF for
control on the vinual battlefield. The BBSIDIS project is addressing the technical issues of timing.
aggregation/disaggregation, combat resolution. terrain database correlation. and network bandwidth
that arise in the attempt to interface the models. The timing issue of reconciling the real-time update
of the DIS shared environment and the discrete step of the BBS simulation is solved by using dead
reckoning algorithms on BBS units and by allowing SAF to control the interactions. Since BBS can
not practically be used to directly control entities. units will have to be disaggregated when handed over
to SAF for play on the vinual battlefield and aggregated after combat has been resolved or individuals
have left the virtual battlefield. The mechanisms for performing aggregation and disaggregation are
still in development. Combat will be resolved and battle damage assessment will take place in the SAF
software on the vinual battlefield. i.e. at the greatest resolution. The differences in terrain resolution
(12.5 meters in DIS vs. 100 meters in BBS) will be mitigated by reconciling the features of the two
databases. Intervisibility disparities should not afJect the outcomes since interactions will all take place
in the internally consistent vinual model. Mechanisms to limit network bandwidth and been developed
and are still being examined. Keeping the BBS representations at a unit granularity and handing over
aggregates will limit the bandwidth requirement on the BBS network. for example.

4.3.1

Software development methodology and architecture

The logical architecture of BBSIDIS consists of the preexisting BBS simulation on a dedicated logical
network, a to-be-developed "Simeon" module that will sit on the BBS network and monitor the data
contained within the BBS internal structures. The Simeon module will determine when an aggregate
unit enters an area where an interaction with a vinual entity may occur and signal the hand-over of the
unit to the SAF. Software (and possibly hardware) integrated with the SAF software will disaggregate
the unit to individual platforms and hand them over to the SAF software. The front-end SAF software
is to be integrated onto a processor to be placed in a NRaD Advanced Interface Unit (AIU). This will
replace the SAF workstation front end and will interface to a separate back-end SAFsim processor. The
AIU also contains processing elements that provide dead reckoning of other DIS entities, DIS Protocol
Data Unit (PDU) formation for the SAF entities. and network interface services. While the SAF has
control of the individuals of a unit. salient characteristics of the unit will be reflected in BBS by Simcon
to maintain consistency with the progress of the vinual battle.

4.3.2

Units, Equipment

BBSIDIS will present control of armored battalions at the BBS user interface. Tank companies will be
represented on the DIS virtual battlefield.
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4.3.3

Physical Environment

The physical environment representations in BBSIDIS are separately represented in BBS and DIS.

4.3.4 Tactics, Doctrine
The tactics and doctrine represented in BBS/DIS are inherited from its components: BBS and SAF.
The aggregation and disaggregation software will attempt to add doctrinally correct laydowns and order
correct formation-keeping tactics to the SAF. TIlis part of the system is still in development.

4.3.5

Human-Systems Interface

The human interface to BBS remains the interface for the controlling user. The capabilities of this
interface have not been altered for this project.

4.4

Eagle-SAF-SIMNET

The Eagle-SAF-SIMNET program is a proof-of-principle effort to link Eagle, a corps and division
level combat simulation. into an environment of entity-level simulated forces. Eagle was developed
by TRAC-OAC and Los Alamos National Lahs. The SAF component is the PC-based semi-automated
forces (SAFOR) developed hy 1ST. The Eagle-SAF-SIMNET program is a collaborative effort between
TRAC-OAC and 1ST.

4.4.1

Software development methodology and architecture

Eagle-SAF-SIMNET comprises three components: the Eagle combat simulation, 1ST's SAFOR. and the
simulation interface unit (SIU). Eagle is written in Lisp and runs on a Sun workstation. 1ST's SAFOR
runs on a DOS-based personal computer. The SIU is written in C and runs on a Sun workstation. Eagle
and the SIU communicate across an Ethernet using remote procedure calls (RPC). 1ST's SAFOR and
the SIU communicate across an Ethernet using SIMNET PDUs.
The current working prototype uses one SIU and two SAFOR operator workstations. TRAC
claims that several SIUs could be connected to Eagle with each connected to several SAFOR operator
workstations. The factors limiting extensihility are network bandwidth and 1ST's PC-based SAFOR.
TRAC and 1ST estimate that each SAFOR operator workstation can play about 3 companies which is
about 36 entities.

4.4.2

Units, Equipment

Eagle portrays almost all aspects of com hat and comhat support in the Army. Development of a combat
service support capahility is planned hut has heen delayed due to resource constraints. The lowest
echelon unit in Eagle is the battalion; the highest is corps.
A typical Eagle scenario consists of one hlue di vision versus one red di vision with all the appropriate
subordinate units.
1ST's SAFOR is described in Section 3.4.
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4.4.3 Physical Environment
The basic unit of Eagle terrain is the lOO-meter grid square. The terrain preprocessor, a separate
code module, produces a mobility corridor network associated with the piece of Eagle terrain. All
un-processed terrain data comes from the Defense Mapping Agency (DMA).
All aspects of combat that are portrayed in Eagle are represented as units or entities. Nothing is left
as part of the environment except the actual terrain.

4.4.4 Tactics, Doctrine
The user builds plans for each unit with the Intelligent Plan Preprocessor (IPP). These plans are
specified in a form similar to the 5-paragraph operations order using real-world military terminology.
User-specified plans should provide sufficient information to direct a unit for the course of the scenario.
Sometimes a unit will encounter an unexpected situation. All units have some reflexive behaviors built
in to handle these situations. If the parameters of the situation exceed the reflexive behaviors, then the
unit will stop acting in the environment. Eagle was not designed to run interactively.
Since Eagle plays aggregate-level units at the battalion and above echelons, it has behaviors appropriate for units of these sizes. Eagle uses a knowledge base of schemes of maneuver and operational
activities to define the actions of a unit. The existing knowledge base emphasizes offensive operations.
Eagle contains a somewhat explicit model of the command and control process at brigade, di vision,
and corps echelons. Eagle, by itself, does not represent the generation and distribution of plans or orders
at any level below brigade. Also Eagle does not model command and control at the individual staff
officer level. Rather, plans or decisions are made by aggregate headquarters elements.
The entity-level behaviors of 1ST's SAFaR are described in Section 3.4.

4.4.5 Human-Systems Interface
The Eagle interface provides a 2-dimensional plan view display and a scrolling textual display of
execution feedback. The user can control the amount and content of execution status information. The
most useful set of information is the C2 log. This log prints a message every time a unit receives an
order from higher, changes operational activity, changes phase or changes task. The log allows a user
or analyst to track what a unit did, when it did it, and usually why.
The interface also allows a user to request a separate status repon for an individual unit at any time
during execution.
1ST's SAFaR operator interface is discussed in Section 3.4.
Eagle supports a check-pointing and restart capability for scenario execution.

4.5

RESA-UAV

The RESA-UAV project joined the Research, Evaluation, and Systems Analysis (RESA) model at the
Naval Command, ContrOl, and Ocean Surveillance Center (NCCOSC) Research, Development, Test,
and Evaluation Division (NRaD) with a model of the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Medium-Range (UAV-
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MR) to investigate the Concept of Operation (CONOPS) of the UAV-MR. RESA provides a realistic
scenario for the UAV models to observe.

4.5.1

Software development methodology and architecture

The RESA model is a time-stepped constructive model with a step of one minute. The frequency of the
step can be controlled so that it advances at roughly real-time. Data from the models are provided via a
socket interface to an Advanced Interface Unit (AIU). a VME-based interface processing system used
in several other NRaD programs. The AIU dead reckons the targets between updates. The extrapolated
data is broadcast on a DIS network to the UAV model for processing. The scenes presented by the UAV
model are used in the development and refinement of the concept of operations.

4.5.2

Units, Equipment

The RESA models present a variety of aircraft targets to the UAV model.

4.5.3

Physical Environment

There are separate physical environment representations in RESA and in the UAV models.

4.5.4

Tactics, Doctrine

The tactics and doctrine represented are provided by the RESA models.

4.5.5

Human-Systems Interface

The human-system interface of the RESA model were not altered for this effort.

5

Uses of SAFOR

6

Findings and Observations

The brief system descriptions in Sections 3 and 4 provide a high-level overview of current SAFOR
implementations. Another objective of the DMSO survey was to begin identifying common functionality
across SAFOR approaches and architectures. The DMSO considers this is a prerequisite for any
community-wide effort to develop a set of generic requirements for building SAFOR models. The
ultimate goal is a coordinated effort to achieve increased SAFOR functionality and define a generic
SAFOR architecture. As a first step in this direction, this section offers a few general observations about
what has been accomplished so far and what remains to be done.
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6.1

General Impressions

The majority of the efforts in SAFOR development are closely tied to the SIMNET legacy and its focus
on credible opposing forces for training applications involving manned simulators. One consequence of
this is that, broadly speaking, current SAFOR implementations represent only a limited range of combat
functionality. There is a heavy emphasis on Army models. The Navy entities most often modeled are
aircraft, though surface ships are sometimes represented to provide fire support for ground units. Few
of the SAFOR implementations we surveyed addressed Air Force platforms.
The representations available for Army entities are primarily low-level, from individual vehicles up
to the company level. The primary focus has been on representing the behavior of individual platforms.
The group behavior of aggregate entities typically involves simple kinds of coordination such as
maintaining formation or reacting to control measures. Such enumerative approaches to command and
control have proven to be effective at the lower echelon levels. Some work has been done modeling
command and control at higher echelons, hut so far these models do not represent the generation and
distrihution of plans or orders at any level helow brigade. No system currently provides an explicit
model of command and control that rohustly applies across all echelons. The result of this is that the
span of control of current SAFOR operators is limited to at most battalion-sized units.
Models of opposing forces primarily use classic Soviet tactics, therehy providing a very restricted
representation of potential threats. In addition, most threat models are hased on unclassified threat data.
The scope of com hat most heavily addressed is the close-in battle. Comhat support elements are
usually limited to models of air and artillery support. while relatively little attention has been paid to
modeling comhat service support. Broader issues such as mohilization and deployment capabilities
have not been explicitly modeled.
It should be pointed out that the SAFOR development community has heen supported by a relatively
small customer base. This fact. coupled with the scarcity of detailed requirements for building a SAFOR,
probably accounts for most of the limitations cited ahove.
Finally, it was interesting to note that none of the SAFOR systems surveyed was based on a
complete object-oriented approach that includes ohject-oriented analysis, design, and programming.
Many systems implemented their own ohject-oriented functionality rather than use an existing objectoriented development environment. None of the systems was implemented in Ada.

6.2

Good Ideas

Several characteristics of existing SAFOR architectures stand out as good ideas that should be incorporated into any future SAFOR development etl<')ft. The following list is a preliminary attempt to identify
and describe those characteristics.

Explicit representation and capture of command and control information
Explicit representation and capture of an entities' mission, tactical decisions, and perceptions makes it
possible to determine which sequences of decisions and behaviors were responsible for the outcome
of a combat scenario. This command and control information can also enhance the user's ability to
monitor and control forces during the course of an exercise.
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Standardized messages and formats for command and control across all echelons
Several benefits accrue from modeling all C3 activities using explicit messages fonnatted in standard
ways (i.e. as plans and operational orders) and transmitted through a hierarchical chain of command.
The most important benefit is that human operators can more easily understand the behavior of forces
under their control, and they can exert control in a uniform way over any unit at any echelon level.
Modular, reconfigurable entity representations
Well-defined run-time interfaces for entity models and their behavioral components make it possible
to easily reconfigure entity representations. 1bis is especially useful for various analysis applications,
since it allows configuration-time substitution of different physical models or tactics. In some cases a
real piece of hardware can be used to generate aspects of a simulated entities behavior.
Distributed storage of state information
When the state of the simulation - including command and control infonnation - is stored in a
distributed manner using the network, the overall system can be designed to be more reconfigurable
and reliable. In particular, distributed storage facilitates perfonnance enhancements like dynamic load
balancing of simulation tasks, fault tolerance (any simulator can assume responsibility for simulating
any entity), and restart without explicit check-pointing.
Arbitration schemes for resolving competing goals
Platfonn level entities often must generate behavior that satisfies several goals at once. For example, a
tank might be trying to reach a given destination while avoiding obstacles and maintaining fonnation.
Reactive solutions to this problem attend to one goal on each time step, without any assurances that
the overall behavior will appear realistic and purposeful. Systems that use explicit arbitration schemes
to smoothly control the influences of competing goals have successfully demonstrated coherent and
realistic movements in these situations.
3-D view controllable from SAFOR operator console
It is clear that there are advantages to having an integrated human-system interface that includes controls
to manipulate the 3-D Stealth view.

6.3

Problems and Issues Not Addressed

The DMSO survey also provided an opportunity to identify areas where current SAFOR approaches and
functionality appear to be inadequate to meet the diverse needs of the DoD functional user community.
Here we provide a brief discussion of some of these issues.
As noted previously, current implementations do not provide a balanced representation of joint
operations. There is heavy emphasis on Anny ground combat, with only limited modeling of Navy
assets and Air Force platforms. The scope of the Army models includes some portrayal of combat
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support but very little representation of comhat service support. The representation of opposing forces
and tactics is also limited, most often based only on Soviet platfonns and doctrine.
The most obvious programmatic problems can be separated into two categories: weaknesses in
current SAFOR development etTorts and inadequate participation by the SAFOR functional user community.
In the first category, the development community has not developed or implemented a well-defined
process to document all phases of the software life cycle from requirements analysis to design and
implementable code. It will be difficult to verify, validate, or accredit SAFOR implementations if functionality cannot be traced to software code. 1l1is will only be possible using a software methodology that
can trace code to design, design to analysis components, and analysis components to user requirements.
(Note that the lack of fonnal requirements does not preclude a systematic approach to managing the
design and code implementation phases of software development.) SAFOR software development is
often ad-hoc, and a capstone architecture has neither been developed nor has emerged from the present
development etTorts. The developers also have failed to seek out and use accredited algorithms where
available.
In the second category, the 000 tunctional user community has not yet provided two of the elements
necessary for a successful program:
• A documented. robust set of requirements .
• A structured approach for providing direct involvement with the SAFOR development efforts.
The lack of fonnal requirements does not seem to be due to any lack of interest on the part of the user
community. The problem is that requirements are very difficult to provide for a topic as complex as
combat, especially at a level of detail suitahle for specifying computational models. Moreover, it is
not clear if any methodology is availahle that can be used to capture the broad range of knowledge
relevant to a comprehensive combat model. The issue of requirements needs to be resolved. and an
important first step is a systematic. structured mechanism to involve potential end-users in the SAFOR
development process.
Finally, it should be pointed out that there are issues regarding Protocol Data Units (PDUs) and
terrain in the DIS environment that have an impact on SAFOR development. These issues should be
addressed jointly hy the user and development communities.
Many SAFOR implementations use explicit messages to model the exchange of infonnation among
entities. It is important to think caretully about the impact of the additional data items - such as
command and control information - that SAFOR entities are heginning to exchange over the network.
It is not clear whether these data exchanges should he standardized as new PDUs.
Incompatibilities in terrain representations among DIS entities can lead to inconsistencies in lineof-sight and detection calculations, the placement of entities on the battlefield. and the effects of terrain
on vehicle mobility. SAFOR implementations must pay careful attention to these and other potential
difficulties. Do the SAFOR algorithms sense the terrain in the same way a man in a simulator does? Do
the SAFOR algorithms process the terrain patches in the same way as manned simulators? 1bis latter
question is important if future SAFOR developments trade off algorithmic complexity for computational
load. Given that the SAFOR CPU must handle 50 to 100 times the number of vehicles compared with
the manned simulator CPU, such tradeotJs are likely.
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Terrain registration problems can be reduced by requiring everyone to use the same terrain database,
but this remedy is not quite sufficient if the visual systems are not the same across the battlefield.
Differences in CIG hardware will inevitahly result in different practical resolution limits and differences
in the internal representation of the data to he displayed. SAFOR developers need to be aware of
emerging efforts to define standards to address this prohlem.

6.4

Enabling Technologies

The continued development of SAFOR capahilities will require more effective use of existing technologies and, in some cases, advances in the state 'of the art. We conclude with a brief list of key research
areas where additional effort seems to be required based on the findings in this survey.

Behavioral Representation of Decision Making
Complex models of behavior will need to address a variety of issues that are essentially ignored
in current SAFOR implementations. including: credihle and tractahle methods for reasoning with
uncertain information; techniques enabling entities to flexibly and realistically adapt their behavior to
changing circumstances; real-time planning and other means of anticipating the consequences of one's
own actions as well as the actions of other agents; control schemes for the arbitration of competing goals
involving high-level command and control hehaviors; scalahle computational models of command and
control, perhaps based on existing cognitive, process, or procedural models; inexpensive methods for
capturing expert knowledge and behaviors.

Processing and Interpreting Terrain Information
Realistic synthetic environments will include representations of terrain that are both more detailed and
dynamic than existing terrain models. This technology has a direct effect on behavioral requirements for
SAFOR entities. Clearly, the algorithms needed to work with the more complex terrain representations
must receive particular attention. It is also important that adequate authoring tools are available for
preparing terrain datahases, and standards are adopted for representing and distributing terrain data from
common sources.

Exercise Support
There is a clear need for powerful scenario generation tools to reduce the time it takes to specify a
mission plan, decompose it into appropriate orders. and initialize the placement of a large number of
entities on the battlefield. There is a corresponding need for tools to support the analysis of an exercise.
Important capabilities include in-progress summarization of battlefield events, synthesis of logger data
from distributed sources, querying and filtering of logger data, and identification of critical events.

General Computing Technologies
There are several key aspects of distrihuted databases that warrant further research to address issues
of latency, concurrency, coherency, scale, and real-time performance. Algorithms for load balancing
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and process migration should also be addressed. Obviously, SAFOR performance is closely tied to
advancements in eIG. computing, and network technologies.

7

Proposed Description of an Objective System
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A

Introduction to Object.Oriented Analysis, Design, and Implementation

We give a brief tutorial on the tenninology and issues associated with 0-0. We discuss the languages
that support 0-0 implementation.

B Terrain Representation
"Terrain" generally refers to the physical characteristics of a certain geographical area. In particular,
we are normally concerned with elevation; f~ature attributes, such as rivers, lakes, and soil type; and
cultural artifacts, such as bridges, buildings, and roads.
Elevation data is commonly obtained from the Defense Mapping Agency. Level I data, which is
the most commonly used, has a resolution of about HX) meters; that is, the terrain elevation is divided
into 100 by 100 meter square grids and one elevation is given for that entire grid. Much of the world
has Level I data available. Level II data, which is only available for a limited number of areas has a
resolution of 30 meters. SAF use elevation data extensively for Line of Sight calculations, for terrain
avoidance in flight, and for limited changes in vehicle performance (driving uphill is slower than on
level ground, for example).
Terrain attributes are normally represented as a small enumerated set of characteristics. Attribute
data normally comes from a variety of sources, including paper maps, satellite and aerial photos, and
even on-site reconnaissance. SAF could use some of these attributes to affect vehicle performance
(tanks can drive across rivers, for example), for route planning, and for concealment.
Cultural artifacts come from a similar variety of sources. Cultural artifacts are of significant interest
to SAF, but most SAF implementations only recognize a very small set of artifacts; principally, roads and
bridges. Other artifacts, such as building, might be completely ignored or only treated as impenetrable
objects for collision avoidance purposes.
The much broader "Environment" must consider such phenomena as electro-magnetic radiation,
including passive emissions, active detection, and electronic warfare; environmental variations, such as
weather, diurnal and seasonal effects; and man made obscurants such as smoke. There are further issues
such as dynamic terrain; the ability to represent cratering, and berms, for example. This information
would provide a rich source of information for intelligent SAF actions, but currently is little represented
in the databases. Current SAF systems base almost no behaviors on these characteristics.
Additional issues relate to data gathering, the impact on rapid generation of terrain/environment
databases, sensor types required to gather data, sensor fusion and collating issues, size of resultant
databases, representing and transmitting changes to the databases across a distributed network, and
translation of databases into appropriate versions for ditIerent types of simulations, CIGs, SAF, and
paper maps. There is no well accepted standard for terrain I environmental databases yet the databases
for the CIGS and SAF must be consistent in order to achieve a "fair fight."
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Behavior Representation

We describe the mechanisms used in the SAF community for codifying platform and unit physical
behavior (e.g .• combat instruction sets. finite-state machines. etc.) and representing decision making
(e.g. coordinated behaviors. command and control)
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